


INTRODUCTION
Thank you very much for purchasing the Analog X SOUNDS Vol.1- Virus TI 

soundset 

Ultimate X Sounds presents " Analog X Sounds Vol.1 " for the Access Virus TI. 

We are proud to presents you our artistic vision of the analog sound made on Virus TI.

"80's - 90's synthesizers are some of the most textured and powerful instruments that

still have a significant impact on modern music. 

This collection aims to put together not just classical "emulations" of analog synths, 

but to go into and beyond the abilities that define this Virus TI synth. There is really 

something for everyone in this bank, as all patches are unique.

t's an analog world presented/recreated in a digital world.

An inspiring collection of 238 classic synth sounds recreations including the Moog, 

Yamaha CS-80, Oberheim,Korg MS20, Phophet, Jupiter, Juno, Arp Solina, Clavinet 

and many others suits almost every style of Electronic music.



Let Analog X Sounds Vol.1  take you back to a time when these machines were at the 

center of every studio and now be the source for your creative productions.

Enjoy with warm strings, expressive brass,  ambients, leads, squelchy basses, 

screaming synths, vibrant pads and just let it inspire you.

I'm really proud of this set, and I'm so excited to share it with you guys ! 

Theory :  

Some of the tweaked patches are based on the classic sound design knowledge. 

Given that we are dealing with digital equipment, the end result is quite satisfactory.

A large part of sounds is our artistic vision of "classic analog" synth sound made on 

Virus TI.

Each sound has a little bit of the spirit of this classic Synthesizer sound.

According to me, the best choice would be to use the Virus TI analog audio outputs.

Genres: Old School Electronica, Synthesizer, 70s, 80s, Pop, Techno, Rock, House, 

Funk, Synth Pop and a wide variety of other music genres.



More about 
I worked a long time on this project and today i'm proud to present the new and 

original analog sound-art concept.

I wish you a lot of fun and fruitful, effective work with this soundbank.

Technical advice 
This soundset supports modwheel, velocity and soft knobs. For enhanced usability the

volume of all sounds have been carefully normalized. The high quality sounds are a 

hand-picked selection created by professional sounddesigner.



WHAT THE PRESETS ARE ? 
Presets do not contain sampled audio (melodic or otherwise) but rather ‘data’

(synthesizer programs) that can be loaded using the Access Virus TI

synthesizer. A collection of presets are collectively referred to as a bank
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PATCH  LIST v1.0

File Menagement

Drag the user patch library ( soundset ) , which comes as a MIDI file (ending with 

.mid ) into the following folder :

On MacOS X Library / Application /Support/Access Music/Virus TI / Patches

On Windows C...My Documents /Access Music /Virus TI /Patches

Virus Control will recognize the new library next time you open it.

Run your DAW program like Logic, Cubase, Fl Studio and load the Virus TI as a VSTi .

You will see those banks on Virus TI VST browser.



Credits : 
Concept, patches and development : 

Ultimate X Sounds 

To find out more go to www.ultimatexsounds.com

About : 238 patches 

Format ; 2 x mid.

Hardware ; Access Virus TI / TI2 / Snow

Requirements: OS 5.0.3.00 and above

LINKS
http://www.youtube.com/ultimateXsounds

http://www.facebook.com/ultimateXsounds
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More from ULTIMATE X SOUNDS : 


